Welcome to McAlear-Sawden Media
You will have 6 classes.

Friday 11/2, 2020

You will have arrival and dismissal duty daily.

You will go to classrooms to teach. Ask the office for a map if you are unfamiliar with the

building.

Class lists, Seating charts and sanitizing wipes will be available in the classroom.
Emergency routes are posted at each classroom door.
The office extension number is 2203 or 2204
2291 in an emergency
The computer login: mcalearsub password: 2300midland

Adult Bathrooms are in the office, near the gym and in the teacher lounge.
Use the teacher stations, doc cameras and projectors in each class.
Go to my website, Weebly Ritter mrsritter.com  Here

you will go to the more… and the last option is Lessons

Here is where you can access links on what you need to
teach. Go to the correct Agenda for those links. Use
the GC ( Google Classroom) agenda Shay, Kramer,
Senkowski and Michalak. Jacobs and Arnold use the Seesaw Agenda.
Click on the Agenda button on my Lesson page with today’s date. It will open the agenda, and you
can click the links there.
THE LAST PAGE OF THIS PLAN NEED TO BE COPIED FOR JACOBS AND ARNOLD
Ask Crystal to copy with my code number 41 copies They have crayons, scissors and glue at
their seats

Shay, Kramer, Senkowski, Michalak> Tell the students who have chromebooks to close them
once you are ready to present the agenda on the projector. They will be able to open them after
you review the agenda.

● Read the agenda in its entirety. Point out that they will be using EPIC, using class code
tkt8509 > Opening their mailbox where I have assigned them a collection Democracy.
1. Give them 10-12 minutes to read in EPIC
2. Call them to close their chromebook and use the projector to as you click on the
link on agenda item 2 The Book of the Day, Duck for President. View the video
whole group
3. Tell them to answer the question of the day in Google Classroom.
a. Instruct them to open their chromebook, go to Google Classroom and
answer the question of the day
4. Remaining class time will be spent keyboarding in Typing Club.
Jacobs/Arnold > These students are not independent on Chromebooks and will not use them

today. Same procedures as Shay with the agendas but using their Seesaw agenda.
Read the agenda to the class.

1. Click the first link. I read a book to the students on voting
2. Click the second link.

3. Discuss the retell activity with the class. Purpose to help us remember to retell the
story when we are home. They will need crayons, scissors and glue to sequence the
story. Discuss options before they color, cut then glue.

4. Any remaining time you may choose to click on the Weebly Ritter link on the agenda
PBSkids on the main page. Choose Arthur and his videos and click on clips section and
choose a few shorter ones to fill the time.

Please copy the last page of this plan for Jacobs and Arnold’s classes. You will need 41 sheets
When

Where

What it looks like

Hallway duty at the

Stand in the middle of the intersection outside
the media center thanking students for being
socially distant by walking single file near the
wall on their right.

8:27-8:40

intersection.

8:55- 9:40

Mrs. Shay 4th grade

Open my website, mrsritter.com and follow
today’s agenda under more,,, Lessons and today’s
date Agenda for GC 11/2/2020

9:45-10:30

Jacobs 1st grade

Open my website, mrsritter.com and follow
today’s agenda under more,,, Lessons and today’s
dateAgenda for Seesaw 11/2/2020
Students will need crayons, scissors and glue
after the stories

10:35-11:20
11:20-12:00

12:05-12:45

Kramer 2nd

Planning
LUNCH

Same as Shay
This is my planning and I don’t need you to do
anything. You could check with the office.
The staff lounge door is in front of Ms Day’s
classroom.

12:50-1:35

Arnold Kindergarten

Same as Jacobs

1:40-2:25

Senkowski 5th grade

Same as Shay

2:30- 3:15

Michalak 3rd grade

Same as Shay

3:20

Dismissal duty in front of

Stand near the painted 4’s on the sidewalk in
front and monitor students as guardians pick
them up.

school with 4th grade.

